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By Ivan G. Goldman

Black Heron Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Exit Blue, Ivan G. Goldman, Ivan
Goldman envisions a riotous near future in which the Blue States have seceded and formed their
own union following a disastrous US invasion of Denmark, now deemed the central front in the war
on terror. It's one of several conflicts being waged by a zealous Red Zone government in
Washington that reportedly dispatches press gangs to fill military ranks while its citizens flee to
Mexico seeking employment as domestics and busboys. Tossed into this maelstrom is ghost writer
Delmore LeCorte, who becomes romantically entangled with both the Red Zone president and her
more astute sister. Learning secrets he'd rather not know, LeCorte is pursued by a deranged vice
president who reportedly rules his domain from a lair deep beneath the Rockies and a ruthless Blue
Zone senator who's the love child of a famously randy Democratic ex-President. It's left to the
reader to decide whether Exit Blue is inventive political satire or a prescient look at more divisive
times ahead.
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A brand new e-book with an all new perspective. It typically fails to cost an excessive amount of. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Tur ner  B a yer-- Tur ner  B a yer

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel
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